
If you are reading this you are registered for a hybrid WFR or WEMT course. The pur-
pose of this study guide is to:

• Give you an overview of our testing philosophy.
• Let you know how the tests are scored.
• Share effective study and testing strategies.

________________
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WMTC Testing Philosophy
Our online tests have both learning and assessment goals: They set a minimum 

baseline foundation for anatomy, physiology, pathophysiology, prevention (where pos-
sible), assessment, and treatment in order to prepare you for the skill labs and simula-
tions in the practical session and for real-life situations. 

There are two types of tests: practice tests and final tests. The practice test questions 
are different than the final test questions. The practice tests contain straight forward 
anatomy, physiology, and pathophysiology questions, and some simple case studies; 
they provide background information for the final test questions. The final test questions 
are complex case studies, many of these questions require you to use your new knowl-
edge in less than ideal situations (just like real life); they also contain pathophysiological 
questions directly related to the patient’s problem. The answers to the judgment-based 
questions are subjective and reflect what most experienced guides/outdoor leaders with a 
solid grasp of wilderness medicine would do when faced with a similar situation. In some 
cases, the correct answers to these questions conflict with the ideal treatments present-
ed in our textbook, handbook, and website and you will need to make a difficult decision. 
You will be faced with similar types of decisions situations in real life.

The first step in answering any final test question correctly is to identify the mecha-
nism of injury (MOI); there may be more than one. Traumatic and Medical mechanisms of 
injury are often affected by the environment; it’s rare to have all three MOI present.



How Final Tests are Scored
In the multiple-answer questions, points are awarded for correct answers and sub-

tracted for incorrect answers. The sum is the number of points awarded for that ques-
tion; note that you cannot receive less than 0 points. Because the point value for each 
answer varies, you will not be able to guess the answer based on test taking strategies. 
See below:

If you get all the answers correct, you will see:
Correct: The answer is correct. “__” points.

If you get some of the answers correct and you were awarded points, you will see:
Partial Credit: The answers are partially correct. "__" out of “__” points. 

If you get some of the answers correct but the sum is ≥ 0, you will see:
No Credit: Some of the answers are incorrect for no credit. 0 points.

Multiple choice questions use round "radio" buttons and have only one answer; . If 
you are ever in doubt whether the question is a multiple choice question or a multiple 
answer question, simple try and choose two answers. If the system lets you choose two 
answers, it’s a multiple answer question. Choose the best one.
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Effective Strategies for Answering Multiple-answer Test Questions
Many of the answers to multiple-answer test questions are mutually exclusive and 

may be grouped into sets. The sets can be individual problems, treatments, or evacua-
tion plans. 

With respect to problem sets, if the possible answers to a multiple answer question 
include: 

• Mild concussion
• Severe concussion
• Increased ICP
You know that only one of the three possible answers can be correct. The same 

is true for “Compensated (early) Volume Shock” and “Uncompensated (late) Volume 
Shock;” only one is correct. Or, “Unstable Right Ankle and “Stable Right Ankle;” again, 
only one is correct.

With respect to treatments and evacuation plans, if the possible answers to a multiple 
answer question include: 

• Maintain spine stability and go for help.
• Begin a self-evacuation; assist the patient as necessary.
Like the first example, these two answers are mutually exclusive, only one is correct.

Therefore, an effective strategy is to identify all the possible answers that are mutu-
ally exclusive—it doesn’t matter whether they are problems, treatments, or evacuation 
plans—and choose only one answer from that group.
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Effective Trauma Test Question Strategies
To answer a final Trauma test question correctly, you need to review the specific 

traumatic mechanism of injury (what part of the patient's body was hit?) and the clinical 
pattern (MOI + Signs + Symptoms) for each of the potential problems. 

There are a finite number of traumatic problems, each with their own specific clinical 
pattern. Students typically choose incorrect answers to Trauma final exam questions for 
two reasons: not correctly identifying the possible problems (based on what part of the 
body received the traumatic impact) and/or not correctly identifying the clinical pattern 
associated with that problem. I've listed the possible traumatic problems below; it's sim-
ilar but a slightly different take on the Trauma Index on page 2 of the Wilderness Medi-
cine Handbook and page 70 in the Art & Technique of Wilderness Medicine.

• Possible problems from hitting your head are:
 ◦ Mild concussion
 ◦ Severe concussion
 ◦ Increased ICP
 ◦ Cervical spine injury

• Possible problems from hitting your chest are:
 ◦ Respiratory distress
 ◦ Internal bleeding/volume shock
 ◦ Thoracic spine injury

• Possible problems from hitting your abdomen are:
 ◦ Internal/bleeding/volume shock

• Possible problems from hitting your pelvis are:
 ◦ Unstable pelvis
 ◦ Internal bleeding/volume shock
 ◦ Unstable lumbar/sacral spine injury

• Possible problems from hitting an extremity are:
 ◦ Stable injury
 ◦ Unstable injury
 ◦ Dislocation

• Possible problem from hitting your back is:
 ◦ An unstable spine injury

• Any wound can cause severe bleeding; in most cases severe bleeding is controlled 
during Basic Life Support and does not lead to volume shock.



A third reason students make mistakes in the Trauma final test is that they fail to 
distinguish between possible problems, current problems, and anticipated problems. A 
brief definition of each follows:

• Possible Problems are derived from the mechanism of injury (MOI). In the case of 
traumatic MOI, they are based on what part of the body the patient was hit (see 
above).

• Current Problems are possible problems that cannot be ruled out based on the pa-
tients signs & symptoms.

• Anticipated Problems are derived from your current problem list. They are not 
happening now—the patient has the MOI but not all the S/Sx—but they may devel-
op in the future. As a rescuer you have little control over whether an anticipated 
problem will develop or not.

The chart below details all the traumatic Current Problems together with their associ-
ated Anticipated Problem. Note:

• The progression and the difference and similarities in S/Sx between each problem.
• A significant difference between the early and late S/Sx of the all the critical sys-

tem problems is the patient’s AVPU level: Patients are Awake early and VPU late.
• Remember, a patient cannot have a mild concussion, severe concussion, and in-

creased ICP at any given time; they may only have one. Similarly, a patient can-
not have early and late increased ICP at the same time; nor early and late volume 
shock at the same time; the S/Sx of each problem are different.
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Effective Environmental Test Question Strategies
Similar to the final Trauma test questions, students choose incorrect answers on final 

Environmental test questions when they fail to distinguish between possible problems, 
current problems, and anticipated problems: see the chart below; note the differences 
between traumatic and environmental problems and their progressions. 



Students also make mistakes on final Environmental test questions when they don’t 
understand the specific environmental hazards described in the case studies. When 
reading a question look carefully for scene safety issues: Is it snowing and is that ava-
lanche chute going to slide? Are the students in the case study acclimatized to the new 
heat challenge? Is a storm eminent? Some questions relate to prevention, others to 
early assessment and treatment. If you get some of these questions wrong, learn from 
them; hopefully, you won’t make similar mistakes in real life.

In some of the final Environmental test questions you will be asked to make judg-
ment decisions in less than ideal situations with conflicting treatments. Many of the 
conflicts will be because you a potentially spine injured patient—whom you should only 
move in a litter—and an environmental emergency that requires moving the patient 
without waiting for a help or a litter. When faced with two seemingly opposing treat-
ments, the priority goes to the treatment that is associated with less risk. For example, 
a ambulatory patient with a suspected unstable spine injury faces a possible spinal cord 
injury if they attempt to self-evac off an exposed ridge. Conversely they face severe 
hypothermia and death if they were to remain immobile and spine stable on the ridge 
waiting for outside rescue. In this instance, they should choose self-evacuation and take 
care to protect the patient from falling again.

While it may appear that you need to have mastery of a specific outdoor activity—
climbing, whitewater, skiing, canyoneering, etc.—in order correctly answer a question, 
in general, this is not true. Find and evaluate the traumatic (minor or major) or environ-
mental mechanism not the activity.
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Effective Medical Test Question Strategies
There are a maximum of four question types for each medical case study:
• Evacuation questions are based on the presence of medical “Red Flags” for a Level 

1 or Level 2 Evacuation. In some cases, a problem will present with no Red Flags 
but develop them over time. Many of these questions can be answered by refer-
ring to the General Evacuation Guidelines on page 82 of the Wilderness Medicine 
Handbook.  

• In most cases, you will be asked to identify the specific problem based on the pa-
tient’s S/Sx. Use the Medical Index on pages 77-78 in your handbook to identify 
possible problems based on the patient’s primary S/Sx and then see if the S/Sx 
of any of the possible problems match. You can also use the charts on pages 83-
84 of the handbook to narrow down problems associated with abdominal pain and 
tenderness.

• In some cases you will also be asked how to treat a patient, and specifically asked: 
“What should you do?” If you’ve identified the problem correctly, this should be 
relatively easy....

• You may also be asked if you should do CPR on a patient. Remember to distinguish 
between the urban context where Advanced Life Support is easily and quickly ac-
cessible where you might start CPR and the wilderness context where it is not and 
while you might start CPR you would not continue it beyond 30 minutes.

In general, students report that the Medical final test questions are easier than the 
Trauma or Environmental questions.
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The Tests
Preparation
If you read the textbook and/or watch study all the presentations on the course web-

site, closely watch the Patient Assessment videos and download and review each of their 
SOAP notes, and complete the assigned case studies using a SOAP note, and closely re-
view the discussion page, you are ready to take the practice test associated with that MOI. 

Practice Tests
The practice tests are open book; you may start and stop at any time. You may only 

take a practice test once. You will receive the correct answer and an explanation as soon 
as you submit your answer. While the practice tests are scored, a low score will not pre-
vent you from moving on to take the final test. That said, the score is a reasonable indi-
cation of how well you understand the material.

While taking a practice test: Look up information you don’t know. If you get an an-
swer wrong, review the explanation and make sure you understand the correct answer 
and take notes before moving on to the next question. It’s common for students to miss 
questions on the final test that track back to errors on the practice test.

Final Tests
The final tests are also open book; you may start and stop at any time; however, once 

you start a final test you must complete it within 10 days or it will be counted as a “fail.” 
Once you understand the mistakes you made on the practice test and have reviewed the 
above strategies for the specific MOI, you are ready to take the final test for that MOI.  
Many questions have “Hints;” if a hint is provided, read it thoroughly to see how it ap-
plies to the question and answers before attempting to answer the question.

If you score less than 80% on a final test, review the common errors (above), study 
the problems discussed in each question, and closely review each answer before taking 
the test again. Most students will pass the final test on their second or third attempt. 
If you score less than 80% on a final test three times, it’s usually because you have a 
come up against a conceptual wall and need some assistance breaking through it. 

If you are part of an on-going semester course at your college or university, sched-
ule some time with your professor and review the answers to your last test together; 
once you understand your mistakes, request to take the test one last time. 

If you are part of a public course with a five- or six-day practical session, email the 
WMTC office and request feedback and one last attempt to pass that test; include any 
conceptual questions you may have. Upon receipt, a senior instructor will review your 
last attempt and send you an email with feedback and give you another opportunity to 
pass the test. You may reply to ask questions or clarify their response before taking the 
test a fourth time. 

If you score less than 80% on your fourth attempt, you may not continue with the 
course; you may not attend the practical session; and you will not receive a refund.

Why Students Do Not Successfully Complete the Online Tests
Keep in mind that there are three primary reasons students do not successfully com-

plete all the online tests or attend the practical session:
• They do not have the ability to fully grasp the material via self-study.
• They give up.
• They procrastinate, do not begin studying early enough, and run out of time.

mailto:office%40wildmedcenter.com?subject=Request%20for%20WFR%20or%20WEMT%20Test%20Feedback
mailto:office%40wildmedcenter.com?subject=Request%20for%20WFR%20or%20WEMT%20Test%20Feedback


Don’t let this be you: Start studying early! Remember that there is a four hour cooling 
off period before you can retake a final test. Plan accordingly and use the time for study.
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What about the Patient Assessment System?
It’s important to keep in mind our Patient Assessment System (PAS) as you study 

and take the online tests. The triangles of PAS define the what you do and when you do 
it (refer to page 1 in your handbook as you read this). In real life, every time you enter 
a scene you:

1. Size-up the scene before you enter it. As you approach a patient try to identify the 
primary MOI (or MOIs), if a rescue is needed and if you are capable of carrying it 
out safely, and what your resources are. (Do you need to call for help now?)

2. Stabilize the patient: Address any Basic Life Support problems on arrival.
3. Gather and write down the patient’s SAMPLE history, vital signs, and do a thorough 

physical exam.
4. If the MOI is major trauma and the patient is reliable, attempt to rule out a poten-

tial spine injury.
5. Evaluate the patient based on their clinical pattern.
6. Prioritize their injuries and your field treatment.
7. Treat and evacuate them as necessary.
8. Continue to monitor them as necessary.

It’s easy to forget steps 2 and 3 when you are taking a test because the test ques-
tions provide you with all the information you need to move directly to assessment and 
treatment. Yet, remembering the entire process and mentally reviewing it step by step 
will help you visualize the scene and better prepare you for the practical session, real 
life, and, oddly enough, to correctly answer the test questions.
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